Omega Race Digital Spinner Installation - Cockpit Version
Mounting: The ORDS module must be physically mounted into the machine control panel in the same manner
as the original spinner pot. The pot must be removed before the ORDS can be mounted in its place. Remove
the control panel from the machine cabinet or otherwise open the cabinet to gain access to the inside of the
control panel.
Set screw & shaft collar

Nut

Pot

Use an Allen key or driver to loosen
the set screw.
Use a small wrench to loosen and
remove the nut from the pot bushing
and remove the nut & pot from the
bracket.

ORDS Encoder

Remove the supplied nut and lock
washer from the ORDS encoder.
Insert the encoder shaft through the
bracket hole (where the pot used to be)
and insert the lock washer and nut over
the shaft. Guide the shaft into the
collar (that has the set screw) until the
encoder is fully seated on the bracket.
Tighten the nut on the threaded bushing
until the encoder is secured. Take great
care so as not to over tighten the nut.
You don't want to damage the threads.
Tighten just enough to keep the ORDS
from moving during normal game play.
Nut & washer
Threaded bushing

Tighten the set screw in the shaft
collar.

Shaft
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Electrical Connections:
There are two connectors on the ORDS, one for power (J1), and one for digital position signals (J2).
+5V Power & Ground

Position Signals Port

The original pot has 2 wires that lead to a 2-position connector. It is male and has female contacts as shown
below. Disconnect it from its mate. Keep the mate handy as it will be used to supply +5V power to the ORDS
module. The pot and its wires and connector are no longer needed.

Original pot connector disconnected from machine wiring harness.
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Here is the connector (female with male pins) that was connected to the pot connector. The white wire with red
dashes is the +5V supply wire that will be used to power the ORDS module. The red wire with the white
dashes was for the pot output voltage signal. It is not needed for ORDS but you do not have to remove it.

The wiring harness supplied with ORDS has a connector that appears as shown below. It is just like the original
pot connector. Plug it into the original power connector shown above. This will provide +5V power to the
ORDS module.
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Next, locate the A/G board within the machine cabinet. The picture below was taken from an Omega Race
upright cab (I do not have a photo from a Cockpit version). All A/G boards are made the same for all cab
models.

Locate the position signal (player 1 Gray code data) harness connector in the above photo (top of board). The
connector has 10 positions and pin 6 is keyed (plugged so it won't accept a pin). Pull this connector from the
A/G board and plug it into the ORDS position signals port (J2) while observing the key position. Attachment of
the position signals connector also includes a ground connection (orange wire). This is why the power
connector did not require two wires.
WARNING : Be very careful to fully support the ORDS board with one hand while attaching this
connector so as to not stress the solder connections between the encoder body and the ORDS board.
Such stress can cause permanent damage.
If the position signals harness seems heavy and is exerting excessive force on the ORDS module, secure the
harness to something nearby the ORDS such as to relieve the strain. This will eliminate potential future
breakage of the solder connections between the encoder and the PCB.
Re-install and secure the control panel. This completes the installation of the ORDS.
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